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2019 Rules Thread
Posted by dpRacing Dan - 23 Oct 2018 13:32
_____________________________________

Ok guys, its that time of year. 

 I'm hoping we can keep this one short and sweet.

 Here's a few things on the docket;

 1: Engine sleeving. 

 2. Rims (allowing aftermarket same-sized and weight as original but all new and non stock looking).

 3. Short-shifters. Allow any? 

 THIS is the place to discuss any changes you may have in mind.  

 Please keep this discussion productive by refraining from insults or trash talkin. Lets keep in mind that
whatever we change effects 150 cars in NASA nationwide- so whatever it is we suggest must be readily
available, not excessively expensive, and a benefit to EVERYONE- not just you. 

Ready? Set. Go.

============================================================================

Re: 2019 Rules Thread
Posted by Manuel_M - 08 Nov 2018 10:41
_____________________________________

Would these pistons be in 3 tolerance groups like the oem versions (0,1,2)? All 100mm but +/- several
thou. Or would they be looser / tighter depending on the block?

============================================================================
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Re: 2019 Rules Thread
Posted by larryhelm - 08 Nov 2018 11:04
_____________________________________

I would support after market pistons. Having just rebuilt my engine I had a heck of a time finding either
an 88 engine or pistons. As long as there is no performance advantage I don't see the harm.

============================================================================

Re: 2019 Rules Thread
Posted by rd7839 - 08 Nov 2018 11:14
_____________________________________

if there is no performance advantage why did you look for 88 pistons? wht not 84 pistons?

edit:Sorry, that message sounds snotty, I didn't mean it that way!

============================================================================

Re: 2019 Rules Thread
Posted by AgRacer - 08 Nov 2018 12:04
_____________________________________

rd7839 wrote:

if there is no performance advantage why did you look for 88 pistons? wht not 84 pistons?

He means no performance advantage in an aftermarket piston over an OEM used piston. 

***Cue the &quot;you don't need high compression pistons to win&quot; argument.***

As stated by plenty of others previously, there is an advantage to 10.2:1 pistons over the 9.5:1 pistons.
No you don't need them to win but the higher CR piston is a superior part. We are still racing after all so
racers are going to seek out the best parts to compete with. You CAN also win without an LSD. You
CAN also win with a tall 5th.
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If our goal is to make this class about equal racing, then we need to allow all racers equal access to all
of the parts.

Just did the quick check of my local big city craigslist (Raleigh, NC) and even upped the min price to
$1000: Zero parts car results. Expanded to Eastern NC: only one parts car and it had a bad ENGINE...

I searched ebay and Car-Part.com for 1988 10.2:1 pistons and found zero results.

Ebay has 4 sets of used pistons available with rods, all 9.5:1 CR with an average price of $163. (High
$200 for RARST rods, low $150)

A new set of piston rings alone are $150 in addition to the cost of whatever used pistons you source.
Using the average ebay price that makes it $313 if you have to source pistons for an engine build. This
price will only go up if you want to use 10.2:1 CR pistons.

Wossner pistons are priced at $640 WITH rings.

Grand total price difference between used 9.5:1 pistons and new 10.2:1 pistons of about $327.

How much of a premium does a Dirks engine equipped car fetch? One quick ad I found was a car going
for $10k so that engine builder markup is already happening. Nobody had a problem with Dirks building
quality engines for racers. Why didn't he just throw junkyard engines into every car that came into his
shop?

============================================================================

Re: 2019 Rules Thread
Posted by tcomeau - 08 Nov 2018 12:14
_____________________________________

Good question, Manuel. Porsche went for 100 mm in the cylinders. If the bore came out to 100 mm
exactly, use group 0 piston. 

Group 0 = 99.980 piston for 100.000 mm bore

Group 1 = 99.990 piston for 100.010 mm
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Group 2 = 100.000 piston for 100.020 mm

I haven't yet tried using ,say, group 2 pistons in a group 1 block to tighten things up. Haven't needed to.
So would the aftermarket proposed piston come in 3 diameters or would we all have to overbore our
blocks?

Dead horse, I don't know who you are (No name in signature), but glad to hear you're sticking around.

   You don't need an 88 block OR 88 pistons to have a competitive engine. We've proved that. It's just a
different way of getting to the same goal. You don't need an 88 DME. The F9Tech DME is better and
should be more reliable. 

   I'm going to publish a list of regular parts suppliers around the country, somehow. Nobody in the US
should be wanting for parts. Don't buy an engine unless the head is removed and the bores are
inspected for scoring. As long as the bores are smooth, you should be ok with fresh stock Goetze piston
rings. We've proved that also. Look for the engines out of automatic cars since these engines don't get
rev'd up much before they shift into a higher gear. STILL insist on seeing the cylinder walls before
buying. Don't settle for, &quot;it was running when pulled from car.&quot; I've seen big scoring on torn
down engines and the engine was still running without smoke plumes out the tail pipe.

============================================================================

Re: 2019 Rules Thread
Posted by tcomeau - 08 Nov 2018 12:39
_____________________________________

Jason, sounds like you're working with bad data.

   The 10.2:1 pistons increase in compression can be matched by using the lower comp pistons and
shaving the head more. Low comp pistons and a head shaved to 22.62 mm will get you competitive HP.
Proven. 

     Don't search craigslist or ebay. They don't speak our language or know our parts. Go to 944 specific
guys like Mark Pleiman, Elliot Grafton, John Graves, or myself. 

  You can't be competitive without a short 5th. You can be competitive without an LSD. Proven. 
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  We need to allow all racers equal access to equal HP/TQ, not equal access to 88 pistons, or a
replacement part. We have equal HP now with STOCK pistons. Proven. 

   By all accounts, Dirks built solid, legal, competitive engines. $10K is not outlandish at all for a well-built
944 Spec race car with a good engine. There's no &quot;designer&quot; engine mark up there so I'm not
sure where you were going with that comment. The only times I've seen junkyard engines installed were
when racers had no choice due to schedule or budget constraints. None ended well. Again, not clear on
your reason for that comment.

============================================================================
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